
THK contributes to society 
through its products and 
technology.

CSR at  THKCSR at THK

If the frictional resistance of a moving object can be reduced, more work can be 

performed with less energy, which conserves power and improves positioning ac-

curacy. A machine incorporates a combination of rotary motion and linear motion. 

The ball bearing is the signature mechanism that converts rotary motion to rolling 

motion; the ball bearing has been around for over 100 years. Serious technological 

obstacles had to be overcome to enable linear motion to be converted to rolling 

motion, however, and it took quite a long time before the high-quality fi nished 

products available today could be produced. Linear motion could be converted to 

rolling motion by the Linear Bush, a device that had already been popularized, but 

it could only handle small loads and therefore had a very limited range of use. For 

this reason, sliding guide systems, which generate high friction resistance, were 

used in machine tools and other machines that rely heavily on linear motion. 

With THK’s establishment as a company, it became possible to convert slid-

ing linear motion action to rolling motion. THK’s fi rst commercial product, the Ball 

Spline, offered a dramatic improvement over the Linear Bush, making it possible to 

accurately position a load 13 times greater than the Linear Bush could handle. The 

world’s fi rst linear motion system—the LM Guide—was introduced one year later. 

The LM Guide’s function in converting linear motion to rolling motion has aided a 

broad range of industrial advances, including advances in machine tools. The LM 

Guide has become a product that the world cannot do without.

Feature 
section

From sliding to rolling:
A revolution brought about 
by LM Guide 
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The early 1970s, when THK was founded, marked a sig-

nificant turning point in Japan’s economy, as the country’s 

postwar boom began to slow down. At that time the vast ma-

jority of machine tools relied on linear motion, for which slide 

guide systems were used. In slide guide systems, the slid-

ing surface requires a “scraper” process, which is performed 

manually by skilled technicians. This process relied on human 

skill, however, so machine tools couldn’t be used for mass 

production, and there were limits on the degree of positioning 

accuracy that could be obtained. Japanese monotsukuri had 

to advance to the next level in terms of cost reduction, high 

precision, and high performance, and this required technol-

ogy that would surpass the slide guide system. 

The invention of the LM Guide produced many advan-

tages for the machine tool industry. LM Guides require only 

one-tenth of the motive force needed for slide guide systems, 

Improved performance with one-tenth the energy consumption

1971 THK established
      Link Ball
      Ball Spline
1972  LM Guide
1977  KOFU Plant completed
1979  Precision Ball Screw

1970s
Start of a revolution in linear-motion components

1981 THK America established (USA)
1982 Cross Roller Ring
      THK Europe established (Germany)
1984 GIFU Plant completed
1985 MIE Plant completed
 YAMAGUCHI Plant completed
1989 OTC registration

1980s
Transition to NC machine tools and FA development

2000 TME established (France)
2001 Caged Roller LM Guide
 THK’s debut on the first section of the TSE 
2003 THK Shanghai established (China)
2004 THK Wuxi established (China)
2005 THK Liaoning established (China)
2006 THK LM SYSTEM established (Singapore)

2000s
Mobile phones and digital consumer electronics abound

1991 YAMAGATA Plant completed
1996 DALIAN THK established (China)
 Caged Ball LM Guide 
1997 TMA established (USA)

1990s
Computer and consumer electronics industries flourish and semi-
conductor production equipment industry expands

The completed KOFU Plant

An early LM Guide
(LSR type)

THK America, Inc.     Cross Roller Ring (RB type)

Caged Ball LM Guide
(SSR type)

Debut on the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange Sign in Shanghai (China)

Japanese monotsukuri 
at a turning point

and this meant a reduction in energy consumption to one-

tenth of the previous level. To retain lubricity a slide guide 

system has to be continually supplied with a lubricant, but an 

LM Guide requires only one-seventeenth the amount of lubri-

cant needed for a slide guide system. This not only means a 

dramatic reduction in the amount of lubricant used, it has also 

made it possible to use smaller lubricant feed pumps and 

motors, which has, in turn, led to smaller machine tools and 

greater energy efficiency. In addition, the LM Guide structure 

makes it easy to deliver high-precision linear motion simply 

by bolting the guide to the mounting surface. This elimi-

nates the need for manual precision processing, assembling, 

and adjustments, which relied on mastery of scraper skills. 

Consequently, the LM Guide has provided a major boost to 

mass-production efforts.

High-quality products, manufactured in mass quantities in the 

shortest possible time, at minimum cost. Having weathered 

an oil crisis, Japanese industry became the world’s leader 

in monotsukuri. Productivity increased with the introduction 

of new machines including NC machine tools,1 which were 

capable of high-speed, high-precision, micron-level2 machin-

ing; machining centers;3 and industrial robots, which enabled 

rapid assembly and extended working hours. The secret be-

hind Japanese manufacturers’ rise to worldwide prominence 

in the automobile and consumer electronics industries in the 

1980s was the LM Guide and the rest of the THK product 

lineup.

From the second half of the 1980s and into the 1990s, 

amid the rapid appreciation of the yen and gains made by 

newly advancing economies, such as those of Taiwan and 

Korea, it became necessary to further reduce costs, provide 

greater added value, and offer higher performance. As inte-

gration progressed in the semiconductor field, upon which 

information technology relies, new technology was required 

to enable higher-precision processing and micro-inspection. 

As Japanese manufacturers moved overseas in pursuit of 

Behind the scenes, THK technology supports Japanese industry.

lower production costs, demand increased for THK products 

used in NC machine tools and production robots, which do 

not require specialized skills, and in high-precision semicon-

ductor production equipment and other devices. In 1996 

THK introduced the Caged Ball LM Guide, the culmination of 

decade of development. In a Caged Ball LM Guide the balls 

are held between chain-shaped resin retainers, so noise and 

friction are reduced and lubrication is not required for extend-

ed periods. It was a groundbreaking product—virtually silent, 

highly durable, and maintenance-free. As semiconductor 

manufacturing progressed from the micron level to the nano4 

level, even greater precision and clean manufacturing envi-

ronments were required. The Caged Ball LM Guide, which 

generates very little oil mist and fine metal dust, was perfectly 

suited to these needs. With the introduction of the Caged Ball 

Screw, developed in 2002, it became possible to use cage-

embedded technology to suppress torque5 fluctuation. 

1 NC machine tool: Numerically controlled machine tool
2 Micron: 1/1,000 of a millimeter
3  Machining center: machine tool that automatically replaces processing tools and 

performs machining by computerized numerical control
4 Nano: 1 millionth of a millimeter
5 Torque: turning force
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Yoichi Matsushita
Deputy General Manager of FAI1 Division

Normally, forged iron parts are used 
in the connecting parts of stabilizers. 
Switching from these to Link Balls made 
of die-cast aluminum makes it possible 
to reduce the weight by 30% to 
40% compared to conven-
tional products, and there’s 
the added advantage of 
being able to recycle the 
parts. The weight reduction   
makes cars more fuel-ef-
ficient and reduces CO2 
emissions. The auto in-
dustry ordinarily tries to 
reduce weight in units of 
grams, but simply switching 
to Link Balls in four places on the 
underbody of a car reduces its 
overall weight by 1kg, so they’re 
like magic parts. 

“Magic Parts” result in greater fuel 
efficiency in automobiles.

Yoshihiro Hashimoto 
Special Counselor 
Senior Development Engineer and General 
Manager Robomachine Research Joint Div.
Fanuc Ltd.

Fanuc Ltd.
Fanuc commands the largest share by far of the 
global market for computerized numerical con-
trol (CNC) systems, which form the heart of the 
so-called mother machines, or machine tools, 
that process components for industrial prod-
ucts, and for servo motors, which provide the 
muscle. On the company’s spacious grounds, 
located in Oshino-mura, Yamanashi Prefecture, 
at the foot of Mt. Fuji near Lake Yamanaka, 
company policy dictates that “not so much as 
one tree is felled.” The grounds are home to an 
abundance of wild birds, small animals, and wild 
grasses, all in their natural state.

We talked to Yoshihiro Hashimoto, special counselor to Fanuc Limited, 
about social responsibility in business.

Our company provides CNC systems and servo motors to 

machine tool manufacturers in Japan and around the world. 

Machine tools, so-called mother machines, mass-produce 

all kinds of machine components with consistent quality 

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If a stoppage occurs, the 

user incurs considerable losses, and it can also have a seri-

ous impact on industries waiting for parts. For this reason, 

to keep our clients’ machines from stopping, we’ve put a 

lot of effort into monotsukuri, with product quality and reli-

ability as the primary considerations. It’s difficult to quickly 

replace malfunctioning machine tools, so we consider our 

Tell us about Fanuc’s social responsibilities.

Together assuming social responsibilities 
that support world monotsukuri 

VOICE

CT scanner filter drive 
unit and main sliding 
section

most important social responsibility to be preventing them 

from stopping. To do this, it’s essential that our products be 

of the highest quality and reliability, so we have to ensure 

that our production system and methods are thoroughly 

sound. And to ensure that our production system is sound, 

product design and development are extremely important. 

From the very beginning our company has been commit-

ted to maintaining consistent quality at all times and striving 

for high reliability, to enable our products to withstand se-

vere usage conditions for prolonged periods. 

Feature  
section
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Movement exists in the form of rotary motion and linear mo-

tion. By combining these motions, you can create almost 

any kind of movement. THK products are used in industrial 

machines, of course, but they are also used extensively in 

consumer products and other items encountered in daily life, 

such as automatic doors in buildings and train station platform 

doors, which protect people from falling onto the tracks. The 

use of LM Guides in all types of sliding parts reduces noise 

and increases durability. At home, they are used in refrigera-

tor drawers and the drawers of induction ranges, making life 

more convenient. They are used in arcade-style crane games 

and cart games, and they are also used in connection with 

natural energy sources, such as in the drive units of wind-

power and wave-power generators. THK products are used 

in all sorts of inconspicuous places, delivering the power that 

supports daily lives and the infrastructure of society.

THK products also play an active role in improving the 

safety and energy efficiency of vehicles. For example, Link 

Balls, made from die-cast aluminum, are used in connecting 

sections of stabilizers and suspensions, to improve running 

stability, and in height sensors that adjust headlight angles, 

in approximately 40 types of vehicles all over the world. 

They are also used in motorcycle gear couplings, agricultural 

equipment, and construction machinery. In the railroad indus-

try, THK’s R Guide is used in a car-stability system employed 

in many high-speed trains. The system tilts the car as it ap-

proaches a curve at high speed, enabling it to pass through 

the curve faster. This makes the ride more comfortable and 

results in greater running stability and shorter running times. 

R Guides are also used in the automatic switchgears in the 

couplings at both ends of the train carriages, in sliding doors 

on bullet train cars, and the first normal conductivity maglev 

train “Linimo”  Aichi Rapid Transit Co.,Ltd.  in Japan which 

began operating at the EXPO 2005 AICHI JAPAN. They are 

also used in ultrasonic equipment used for checking damage 

to the fuselages of large aircraft composed entirely of curved 

surfaces, and in rivet-hole boring machines used in aircraft 

manufacturing. 

At medical and nursing facilities, THK products are indis-

pensable. High-quality medical care requires great accuracy 

of motion with medical instruments, and noise and vibration 

must be minimized so as not to cause the patient stress. 

THK’s LM Guide Actuators are used in CT scanners. The X-

ray source and filter drive units rotate at high speed around 

the patient’s body while cross-sections are being filmed. This 

creates a strong centrifugal force in the drive unit, but the use 

Where there’s motion, THK’s technology is alive.

From industry to daily life
Applications throughout society

of LM Guide Actuators enables smooth movement. 

In addition, LM Guides and Ball Screws are used in the 

moving parts of machines used for diagnosing patients, 

thereby contributing to high-precision analyses. Smooth 

movement achieved with little force is a requirement for uni-

versal-design equipment and equipment for welfare purpose. 

THK products are also used in system kitchens in which 

heights can be freely adjusted, and in drive units for reclining 

mechanisms in electric-powered wheelchairs. 

There are many objects in society that require smooth, si-

lent, precise movement with minimal resistance. More uses 

for THK products are expected to be found in a variety of 

fields. 

I’ve known about THK from the days when Mr. Teramachi, 

the founder, would come to visit our company’s president, 

Mr. Inaba (Honorary Chairman Seiemon Inaba). While our 

CNC systems play the role of the brain in machine tools, 

THK’s products are the basic parts that relay the electronic 

commands to the sliding parts with micron-level accuracy. 

Machine tool manufacturers give their business to both of 

us, and we bear a serious social responsibility. If a THK 

product were to cause a machine to stop, the client would 

incur serious losses, just as it would if one of our prod-

ucts caused a stoppage. I understand that THK has a 70% 

share of the LM Guide market in Japan and a 50% share 

of the overseas market, and the corporate responsibility is 

proportional to these shares. Over 60% of all our products 

are sold overseas. If you add in the CNC systems sold to 

customers in Japan and exported machines that incorpo-

rate our servo motors, then even more of our products are 

used overseas. The commitment to never, ever causing 

What’s your opinion of THK?

problems for the customer, which includes maintenance 

and service systems, on the theory that machines could 

stop operating overseas, is the ultimate social responsibil-

ity for both our companies. 

Using the CNC systems and servo motors that consti-

tute our basic technology, Fanuc deals with machines such 

as the Roboshot electric injection molding machine: the 

Robocut high-speed, high-precision wire-cut electric dis-

charge machine; and the Robodrill, a high-speed versatile 

CNC drill; and we use large numbers of THK LM Guides 

and Ball Screws in the sliding parts of these machines. 

THK is a pioneer in linear motion systems. At the same 

time, THK is very reliable with regard to quality and the abil-

ity to respond when needed, because they know the first 

priority is social responsibility. We’ll continue to support 

THK and hope THK continues to meet the expectations of 

its many customers.

1 FAI: Future Automotive Industry
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In recent years, as seismic isolation has become better under-

stood, more and more structures have been equipped with 

seismic isolation devices, particularly in major cities and in the 

Tokai region. These systems are increasingly being used not 

only to protect daily life from earthquakes but also to protect 

cultural assets. 

The Heijokyu Daigokuden, where restoration of the Nara 

Imperial Palace is proceeding, is a historically important 

structure where the Emperor’s coronation and welcoming 

ceremonies for foreign envoys were once conducted. Con-

sidering when it was built, it isn’t possible for such a structure 

to conform with contemporary earthquake-resistance stan-

dards. By separating the building from its foundations using 

THK’s seismic isolation devices, however, it has become pos-

sible to keep structural reinforcements for the main building 

to a minimum and enable restoration closely adhering to the 

original form. 

The Aichi Prefecture main government building has been 

designated a national registered cultural asset, and a type 

of seismic isolation project employing a method called seis-

mic isolation retrofitting is underway there. This is a method 

whereby the existing building is separated from its foundations 

and seismic isolators are inserted in between. The main gov-

ernment building is not only a cultural asset but also serves 

as the disaster-response center when a major earthquake 

strikes, so it was decided to use seismic isolators there. 

In the past THK’s seismic isolators have been used either 

to convert entire buildings into seismically isolated structures 

or to provide seismic isolation tables for vital objects, and 

in recent years efforts have been made to develop seismic 

isolation devices for production equipment and other ma-

chinery. Further research will be carried out to protect social 

infrastructure and cultural assets and to minimize earthquake 

damage by considering earthquakes from the viewpoint of 

linear motion.

Heijokyu Daigokuden 
(restoration scheduled to 
be completed in 2010).
Computer graphic pro-
vided by the National 
Agency for Cultural Af-
fairs

Seismic isolators installed 
in the foundation of the 
Sekigahara town office 
(Gifu Prefecture)

As a local contracting firm, we construct about 18 cus-
tom-built houses, shops, and apartments per year, using 
predominantly wood and other natural materials. Shizuoka 
Prefecture is the location of the estimated epicenter of a Tokai 
earthquake, which has an 87% probability of occurring within 
the next 30 years, and it’s not uncommon for major earth-
quakes to occur here. Having done our homework, studying 
quake-resistance and seismic isolation, we decided that since 
quake-resistance measures can’t prevent falling furniture, the 
only thing to do is use seismic isolation. We looked at several 
manufacturers and concluded that THK’s technology was far 
superior to the others.

This happened to be just when we were planning to build 
a two-generation house for ourselves, so we decided to install 
seismic isolation devices in our own house first. We didn’t 
want our children or grandchildren to be injured by earth-
quakes. We included a glassed-in area enabling the seismic 
isolators to be observed at any time. Since then we’ve con-
structed seven seismically isolated buildings. 

Seismically isolating a house costs about the same as 
an expensive car. It’s 
important that the client 
clearly understands this. 
Because it requires pre-
cision it’s more trouble 
to build, but above all 
else, it’s our duty as a lo-
cal contractor to provide 
our clients with peace of 
mind, so we recommend 
installing seismic isolation 
devices. 

Shuji Nakada 
Company Executive 
(right) and 
Takahiro Nakada
Nakada Building firm Corporation 
(Fujieda, Shizuoka Prefecture)

Seismic isolation devices installed 
in their own house. One tatami 
mat has been replaced with glass, 
enabling clients to view the instal-
lation.

Someone who buys and lives in a building wants 
peace of mind.

Seismic isolation technology—protecting cultural assets and social infrastructure
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Japan: Earthquake archipelago. Major earthquakes of seis-

mic intensity 6, the level at which buildings incur extensive 

damage, have occurred more than 10 times in the past 25 

years. Every day an earthquake occurs somewhere in the 

Japanese archipelago. It’s not possible to stop earthquakes 

from happening, but it is possible to be prepared. In this re-

gard, the seismic isolator is receiving a lot of attention. THK 

is putting its accumulated linear motion technology to good 

use by manufacturing and selling seismic isolation devices for 

all kinds of structures, from high-rise buildings to single-family 

homes. 

The catalyst was the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake of 

January 1995. Approximately a quarter of a million buildings 

were either totally or partially destroyed. Many of the people 

who died were buried under collapsed buildings or trapped 

under falling household furniture. It was thought that, by 

using THK’s linear motion systems, it might be possible to 

significantly reduce the vibrations transmitted to buildings in 

earthquakes and prevent buildings from collapsing. This is 

how the development of the seismic isolation devices be-

gan. 

Crossed LM Guides move forward and backward and 

left to right, in every direction, in response to earthquake vi-

brations. The damping system, which uses the Ball Screw 

structure, reduces the motion by prolonging the vibration 

cycle. The THK seismic isolation devices combines these 

functions with the use of laminated rubber, for decompres-

sion. In 1998, after a three-year development period, the 

Lessons from the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

Protecting lives and property from earthquakes
Developing and popularizing seismic isolation devices 

ACE1 Division was established to begin selling and promoting 

the system. The LM Guide was originally designed to move 

objects smoothly using minimal force, whereas the seismic 

isolation system supports solid buildings that do not ordinarily 

move. When a strong earthquake occurs, the system moves 

smoothly to release the seismic motion, protecting buildings 

and property and saving lives. The compact model seismic 

isolation devices, the seismic table, is used to protecting cer-

tain vital systems, such as computer network servers and 

medical equipment, from vibrations. 
1 ACE: Amenity Creation Engineering

Viscous Damper
Absorbs earthquake vibrations using 
a ball screw to alleviate the impact of 
sudden movement

CLB Linear Rolling Support 
The crossed LM Guides slide 360° 
horizontally in response to earthquake 
vibrations while supporting the weight 
of the building

Decompression Rubber
Laminated rubber returns the building 
to its original position

Basic components of the 
seismic isolation system

Quake-resistance implies reinforcing a building’s structure to enable 
it to withstand vibrations, through the use of sturdy pillars, joists, 
walls, counterbraces, and the like. This prevents buildings from col-
lapsing due to vibrations transmitted directly by earthquakes. Since 
the entire building vibrates, however, this can’t prevent the furniture 
inside the building from falling over. Seismic isolation minimizes the 
vibration transmitted to buildings by circumventing the earthquake 
vibration with seismic isolators installed between the building and 
its foundations. Since the building doesn’t shake, there’s no need 
to worry about furniture toppling over. Vibration-damping absorbs 
and suppresses the building’s vibrations and prevents the upper 
floors from swaying too much, so the system is widely used in tall 
buildings. 

Quake-resistance, Seismic isolation, 
Vibration-damping

The dotted line shows the vibration 
with quake resistance; the solid line 
shows the vibration with damping.

■�Quake resistance and vibration-damping ■�Seismic isolation

The dotted line shows the vibra-
tion with seismic isolation.
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The development of technologies and products, such as the 

Robot Hand, that enable machines to perform movements 

on behalf of human beings will be essential in addressing 

labor shortages. Eventually, this will lead to the creation of 

robots that imitate humans, or humanoid robots. It’s conceiv-

able that robots will carry out tasks previously performed by 

humans in locations inaccessible to humans or in harsh en-

vironments where humans can’t work directly. In agriculture, 

forestry, and fisheries, where the aging workforce and lack 

of successors is more acute, robots are expected to play an 

active role in facilitating a variety of tasks. In households and 

urban areas as well, there’s a need to develop robots that can 

coexist with humans. THK is undertaking an extended period 

of development spanning the next 10 to 20 years, in an effort 

to provide the world with things that don’t yet exist in the field 

of components for humanoid robots. 

The technology for medical robots and humanoid robots 

is an aggregate with various parts, comprising many com-

ponent technologies, including those involving machines, 

electronics, and software. Highly advanced technological 

developments are being made in weight and size reduction 

and the achievement of higher precision, as well as with cor-

rosion resistance, X-rays, vacuums, and other aspects of use 

in special environments. Not only are these developments 

applicable to new fields, they can also be channeled back 

into THK’s key products. Thus, they are expected to lead to 

improvements in Japanese monotsukuri.

Repositioning robot assisting a 
surgical procedure

The MRC Center was established in 2000 for the purpose of cre-
ating products that the world has never seen, through the use of 
mechatronics (mechanical electronic engineering), robot control 
technology, and computer technology. Products are currently being 
developed in new areas, including medical robots and humanoid 
robots. 

The CAP Project, begun in 2002, is based on the concept of 
electrically motorized living. The project promotes development de-
voted to finding uses for THK products in household appliances 
and other types of consumer goods. Both of these undertakings are 
based on the concept of developing products by creating some-
thing the world has never seen. Both the MRC Center and the CAP 
Project are cooperatively engaged in the field of humanoid robots.

MRC Center
CAP Project

THK products are involved 
in a broad range of areas.
Below are just a few examples.

Industry
NC machine tools, industrial robots, semi-
conductor production equipment, all types of 
production machines, testing equipment

At home
Refrigerators (drawers), induction ranges 
(drawers), universal-design system kitchens 
(height-adjustment mechanisms), seismic isola-
tors

Transportation
Vehicles (stabilizers, height sensors, transmis-
sions), motorcycles, buggy cars, agricultural 
machinery, construction machinery, electrically 
powered lifts in vehicles for the disabled, pen-
dulum mechanisms for trains, platform doors, 
sliding doors on bullet trains, coupler-access 
door drive units, snow plows

Buildings and offices
Large-scale automatic doors, electrically oper-
ated blinds, seismic isolation devices, vibration 
damping systems

Medical facilities
Devices used in dentistry, CT scanners, blood-
analysis equipment

Other
Drive units for search lights mounted on rescue 
vehicles, electric-powered wheelchairs, drive 
units for medium-size astronomical telescopes, 
wind-power generators, wave-power genera-
tors, electrically operated roof boxes, all types 
of amusement games, showcase slide mecha-
nisms, ball-distribution systems for golf driving 
ranges

Humanoid robots and people to coexist

Kaoru Hoshide
CAP Project General Manager

The CAP Project promotes development in 
four categories: household                           
appliances, the daily envi-
ronment, universal design, 
and humanoid robots. 
We always have 20 to 
30 projects going on. Of 
course, not all end up as 
products. Basically, we 
develop machines that 
move heavy objects 
with minimal force, 
that support human 
power. Either way, 
the approach is to as-
sist ordinary people in 
their daily lives. The aim 
is to come up with things that 
nobody else has thought of, 
to introduce new products to 
fill holes in the market, and to 
create new markets. We in-
tend to make THK’s existence 
an essential part of society.

I want to produce 
something that 
nobody has thought of.
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THK’s rolling technology moves heavy objects using minimal 

force. When this technology is applied to ordinary life, the 

result is machines that can be made to move using less force, 

and systems that augment human power. At THK, we’re 

taking a long hard look at future needs and are working to 

develop devices and machines that go beyond the domain of 

existing components. 

The development of robots for use in medical treatment 

is one such example. The repositioning robot, which is be-

ing developed at the MRC Center,1 is a device that assists a 

surgeon’s movements during surgery. When operating on a 

broken femur, the surgeon needs to use considerable force 

to reposition the bone correctly, and this carries the risk of 

exposure to X-ray radiation. Assistance from a repositioning 

robot, which utilizes 13 LM Guide and Ball Screw compo-

nents, enables the surgeon to provide treatment faster and 

more accurately, by reducing the manual labor involved and 

preventing risk of exposure. Another example is the ongo-

ing development of minimally invasive2 robots, which make it 

possible to perform complicated endoscopic surgery by re-

mote control. These medical robot-development projects are 

being carried out in cooperation with universities and medical 

equipment manufacturers.

The Robot Hand (shown above), which was used in the 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Fiscal 2006 “Open 

Space Lab” recruiting campaign, is a device that helps as-

tronauts carry out extravehicular tasks and performs actions 

Robot technology is crucial to an aging society with a declining birthrate.

Medical care, human welfare, and space exploration
Contributing to the future

for them. A micro Ball Screw is utilized in the drive unit to 

provide both dexterity and grip strength. Because it can de-

liver a strong force using only a small motor, this technology 

is expected to have applications in fields other than space 

exploration as well, such as in industrial robots and robots for 

use in providing nursing care. 

The term “universal design” implies designs and functions 

that can be used easily and equally by anyone. THK’s tech-

nology makes it possible to provide support by using forces 

that exist in people’s immediate environment and to offer the 

functions required for true universal design. The CAP3 Project 

is promoting the use of technology in this area. In Japan, with 

its aging population and declining birthrate, there are fears of 

labor shortages in the future. More than ever before, there is 

a need for women, the elderly, and physically handicapped 

people to participate in society, so there is a growing demand 

for devices that will support human power in situations such 

as those where nursing care is required. THK intends to make 

good use of technology that can move heavy objects using 

minimal force, and expects to play an important role in a soci-

ety faced with an aging population and declining birthrate. 
1  MRC: Mechatronics Robotics Com-

puting
2  Minimally invasive: Having the least 

possible physiological impact
3  CAP: Consumer, Application, Prod-

ucts
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